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Posted on :  02/11/2023

DESCRIPTION

635CSi Highline Motorsport Edition. This exceptionally presented Misano Red 635CSi Highline
Motorsport Edition is one of 181 produced for the UK market. Our Motorsport Edition has
recently come to us in part exchange and has covered a mere 76300 miles from new. The
exceptional service history, supported by its original stamped service booklet has no less than
24 dealer stamps. In addition, a complete handbook pack is present along with its original
spare keys, various service invoices and a complete set of old MOT certificates dating back to
its first test in 1992. Central BMW Birmingham supplied the Motorsport Edition on 1st August
1989 and carried out its first service at 5502 miles. Various BMW franchise dealers and more
latterly, BMW specialists completed the vast service history thereafter as outlined in the service
booklet. The last oil inspection was carried out on 1st December 2021 at 76210 miles. Copies
of correspondence relating to this transfer are on file. The condition simply speaks for itself.
The Misano Red paintwork is excellent, a fantastic straight body shell with excellent clean
panels, a beautiful preserved leather interior and a nicely detailed engine bay. The ‘M' split rim
alloy wheels are in exceptional condition. The original complete tool kit is in excellent condition
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as is the original first aid kit still in its original packaging! This beautiful example drives as good
as she looks with a strong powerful engine giving excellent oil pressure. The automatic
gearbox is simply divine! G101MUJ is a beautifully correct, detailed, original vehicle that has
never had the opportunity to deteriorate. The impeccable service history reiterates the way
each owner has taken full responsibility for its preservation, in a way that they have seen
themselves purely as a custodian of this fantastic rare motor vehicle. In short, this impeccable
Motorsport Edition would be an excellent addition to any classic car collector or BMW
enthusiasts collection.

AD INFORMATION

Year:  1989

VAT applicable?:  No

Region:  Yorkshire and the Humber

ITEM ADDRESS

Knapton Wold Road, Malton, England, North Yorkshire, YO17, United Kingdom
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ITEM IMAGES
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